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De Rham's theorem in a smooth topos
BY IEKE MOERDIJK AND GONZALO E. REYES
Universiteit van Amsterdam and Universite de Montreal
(Received 25 January 1984)
It has been persuasively argued (e.g. by Lawvere[8]) that the mathematical world
picture needed to develop the physics of continuous bodies and fields should involve a
cartesian closed category $ of smooth morphisms between smooth spaces. As far as
the foundations of the calculus of variations are concerned, the need for such a category was recognized by K. T. Chen(cf. [2]).
Since the usual category ^ of smooth manifolds is not cartesian closed (C™(M, N)
is not necessarily a manifold if M and N are), several cartesian closed extensions of Jl
have been considered in the literature (see, for example, the forthcoming Proceedings
of the Buffalo Conference on 'Foundations of Categories and Continuum Mechanics').
This paper deals with cohomological properties of manifolds viewed as objects, not
of Jl, but of a much larger category ^ of smooth spaces introduced by Dubuc [3] and
further studied by Moerdijk and Reyes[10]. Not only is ^ such a cartesian closed
extension of ^tf, but it moreover has the much richer closure properties of a Grothendieck topos. These closure properties allow us to perform the usual set-theoretic
constructions of new objects from given ones within the topos ^ (for example, if M
and N are objects of 'S, then there is a function-space object NM in &, and we can
construct objects of the form {xeM \ <f>(x)}, or {S c M \ i]r{S)}, etc.). Moreover, the
usual set-theoretic arguments remain valid, provided they are constructive (equivalently, intuitionistic logic is used).
The consequences of this fact about ^ (and more generally about any Grothendieck
topos) are obvious: the rather complex mathematical structure of the topos can be
kept away from the language, which is now used to describe what goes on 'inside'
the topos, rather than to talk about the topos from an 'external', classical point of
view.
Furthermore, this ' constructive' set-theoretical reasoning within a topos opens the
way to regard the topos as a model of a theory which may be inconsistent with classical
logic. In our example, ^ is a model for Synthetic Differential Geometry (SDG for
short; for general information, see Kock[6]).
Of course, the problem that arises immediately is whether the usual properties of
manifolds can be extended to 'S. As a particular case of this problem, we give in this
paper extensions of several versions of De Rham's theorem to the topos %}, and
compare these with their classical counterparts. As an application of this comparison
to 'classical' analysis, we conclude that these versions of De Rham's theorem hold
'smoothly in parameters'.
1. De Rham's theorem in &
We first recall the definition of the topos 'S and some of its basic properties. For
details, the reader is referred to Moerdijk & Reyes[10].
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The topos ^ is the category of sheaves over a site G. The underlying category of G
is the opposite category of a category of rings, whose objects are the rings of the form
where C^R") is the ring of smooth functions Un -> U, and / is a germ-determined ideal
( i . e . / e / i f for all^elR m ,/|p, the germ of/ at p, is an element of the ideal I\p of germs
at p of functions in / ) . We write A for the object of G corresponding to such a ring
A = C°°(Un)/I, i.e. A is the (formal) dual of A. If A = C°°(RB)// and B = G°°(Rm)/J
are objects of G, a map B ->• A of G is by definition a ring homomorphism A -> B
which is induced by composition with a smooth function IR" -> Um. Explicitly, a map
_

0

B -> A of G is an equivalence class of smooth functions Un -> Rm having the property
/
that, for all smooth Un -> U,
feJ =>fo$el,
and two such functions (j> and <f>' are equivalent if for all the projections ~nt: IRm -> U
In fact, G contains (isomorphic copies of) all duals of rings of the form
where U is an open subspace of some euclidean space Un, and I is a germ-determined
ideal, and thus we can equip G with the Grothendieck topology generated by coverings
of the form
where {Ua}a is an open cover of Un and the maps come from the inclusions Ua c> Un.
The point about these rings is that they are O°-rings, meaning that all C°°-maps
n
U ->• R are interpretable as operations on them and all equations between these in
U also hold in these rings.
The site G contains (copies of) all ©--compact manifolds, as a consequence of
Whitney's embedding theorem. Hence by the Yoneda embedding Y we have a copy
s(M) in ^ of every such manifold, and in fact s is a full and faithful functor. Thus
we have a diagram of categories and functors
A

Sets

where F is the global sections functor, A is the constant sheaf functor, and B is the
right adjoint of F,
In particular, in 'S we have ' smooth spaces' like
1 = s(U°)
R = s(U)
[0,1] = s([0,1])

the point
the smooth line
the smooth unit interval.

As stated in the introduction, we can now perform the usual set-theoretical con-
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structions in <&, and, in particular, we can do differential topology in 'S. Now differential topology in IS is quite different from differential topology in Sets: in fact, and this
is why ^ is so adequate for our purposes, & is a model of SDG. On the one hand, this
means that we have our hands tied down to constructive arguments, but on the other
hand we have a lot of useful structure available that degenerates in the classical
context. For example, the subobject D of R denned by

the set of'first-order infinitesimals', is rather different in 'S from the one-point space,
as illustrated by the fact that functions from D correspond to tangent vectors: for
every manifold M e J( we have a canonical isomorphism
s(TM) s s(M)D.
In particular, the ' Kock-Lawvere axiom' RxR -> RD holds in &.
In classical differential topology, the De Rham complex of a manifold is built up
from differential forms and exterior differentiation. In the context of SDG, these
building blocks can be defined for any object M, since all objects are 'smooth spaces'.
To define these notions (cf. Kock, Reyes and Veit[7]), let M be any smooth space. An
infinitesimal n-cube on M is an element of MD" x Dn, i.e. an (n + l)-tuple (y,h x ,..., hn).
The object of infinitesimal n-chains, Cn(M), is the free .R-module generated by the
infinitesimal w-cubes on M. So an element of Cn{M) is a formal linear combination

where % e R , (yi, h\,..., hn) e M°n x Dn. An n-form on M is a map

(y,hv...,hn)h->

j

(o

(r,fti,...,h«)

assigning an element of R (like area, volume, etc.) to every infinitesimal w-cube,
subject to the following three conditions:
(1) Homogeneity.

(t){ai-y,hl,...,hn)

= a-^(y,^,

...,hn),

where at-y.D™ -> M is de-

fined by
for every aeR and every infinitesimal w-cube (y1, hv ..., hn).
(2) Alternance. w(cry,h lt ...,h n ) = sgn(er) • w(y,h^),...,h^ n )), where a is any permutation of {1,..., n}, and cry is y composed with the coordinate permutation induced
by a, i.e.
o-y(xlt...,xn) =
sgn (a) is the signature of a.
(3) Degeneracy. w(y,h1} ...,0,...,h n ) = 0.
The object ofn-forms on M is denoted by An(M).
Note that, by the Kock-Lawvere axiom RD ^ Rx R and the degeneracy condition,
each w-form w on M can be written as
w{y,\,...,hn)

=

h1-...-ha-w(y)
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for a unique w: MD" -> R. This map w satisfies the homogeneity condition ((3(6^ • y) =
a•w(y)) and is alternating {Q{cry) = sgn(cr)-a>(y)). Thus, we obtain a 1-1 correspondence between elements w e An(M) and alternating homogeneous maps w: 3/ I ) n -> .R,
and we will often identify the two.
If a): MDn x Dn -> R is an »-form on M, we will write

f
J(-)
for the unique ^-linear map extending &».
By taking the boundary of an infinitesimal w-cube we may define an ii-linear
boundary operator
via 8(y,hx

hn+1) = S f + o x 2 a = 0 , i ( - 1 )i+"Fia(7,K->K+i)>

where

Fix(y,hv...,hn+1)

is the infinitesimal w-cube
a
This operator d enables us to define an -K-linear map An(M) -> An+1(M), the exterior
differentiation map, by postulating the validity of the following infinitesimal version
of Stokes' theorem:
f
da> =
\
o).
(y.ft,,...,».)

3(y, ft,....,»»)

The De Rham complex of i?-modules (and -B-linear maps) of M is the sequence
... -> A " - 1 ^ ) -> An(M) -> An+\M) -> ...
where An(M) = 0 for all n < 0. The De Rham cohomology .ff-modules of M are defined,
as in the classical case, by
Hn{M) = Fn(M)/En(M),
where
d

Fn{M) = Ker (An{M) -> An+l{M))

(the closed w-forms)

and
d

En{M) = Im (An-^M) -> An{M))

(the ea;ac< re-forms).

To state De Rham's theorem, we need the following version of the integration
axiom:
#i([0,1]) = (0),
which holds in ^ (see Que-Reyes[12]). Using this axiom, we can define integration
of a form (oeAn(M) along an n-simplex y: An -> M in the standard way.
We define the object Sn{M) of singular n-chains of M, the boundary operator
d — dn: Sn(M) -> Sn^M), the objects Zn(M) and Bn(M) of n-cycles and n-boundaries
of M, and the n-dimensional singular homology i?-module of M,
Hn(M;R) =

Zn(M)/Bn(M),

completely parallel to the classical definitions (the synthetic approach docs not improve the usual presentation).
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After denning Lw for (oeAn(M) and generators yeMA» of Sn(M), we extend this
to a map
I
An(M) x Sn(M) -> R
Kr)i

JJ y

which is -R-linear in both w and y separately. By the finite version of Stokes' theorem,

I dw = I
Jyy

Jsy
Js

(as opposed to the infinitesimal version, which holds by definition; for a proof of the
finite version, see Kock, Reyes and Veit[7]), the map f passes to quotients, and we
obtain an -R-linear map

I:H"(M)->Hq(M;R)* = HomR(He(M;R),R).
Our aim now is to perform, within 5?', a Milnor-type proof of the classical version
of De Rham's theorem stating that / is an isomorphism for every object of the form
s(M), with MeJ(. We recall that this proof proceeds by checking that H"{s(M)) and
(Hq(s(M); R))* satisfy the three axioms for a cohomology theory: the Poincare lemma,
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, and additivity (cf., e.g. Bott and Tu[l]). To this end,
it is necessary to check that s preserves the ingredients of such a proof. And indeed,
we can show:
The canonical embedding s:*4t c*. <S preserves partitions of unity, products,
finite intersections of open subspaces, open covers, compactness and connectedness.
Preservation of products, finite intersections of opens, and open covers was already
proved by Dubuc[3] (see also Moerdijk and Reyes [10]). The others were proved in
[10]. (The case of partitions of unity was proved only for R = s(R), and compactness
only for [0,1] = s[0,1], but exactly the same arguments will yield the corresponding
results for any paracompact, resp. compact manifold.)
Using set-theoretic language in <& (not sheaf-language!), the usual classical argument, which is constructive and explicit, gives
LEMMA.

THEOREM

(De Rham's theorem in IS). For any M^Ji,

the canonical integration

map

is an R-linear isomorphism in IS.
And, just because the argument is completely parallel to the classical one,
THEOREM

(comparison theorem for &). For any manifold MeJl

Hg(M;U) ^ ®SU
nsU

in Sets iff HQ(sM;R) s ®A{S)R
in Sets iff
H"{sM) s Udis)R

and any set S,
m <$
in <S,

where the isomorphisms on the left are the global sections of those on the right.
(The skeptical reader may find details in Moerdijk and Reyes [11].)
3
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2. Other cohomologies
Now that we have established a form of De Rham's theorem in ^ , it is natural to
ask whether this theorem also holds for other cohomologies. We shall consider two
examples of this question: the case of Cech cohomology and the case of singular
cohomology.
We quickly recall the classical version of De Rham's theorem for Cech cohomology.
Let M e^ be a manifold and let tft = {Ua}x be a good cover of M, i.e. an open cover
such that all nonempty intersections Ua n ... n Uan are diffeomorphic to some R*.
Assume that the index set {a} is linearly ordered. The Cech complex (with coefficients
in U) is the complex
C°(W, 05) -> Cl(W, 05) -> C2(<^, 05) ->...,
where C"(<^, 05) is the vectorspace (05-module)
FT

F°(U<xo...«n>®)

(here F°(Ux0 ___ , 05) is the vectorspace of locally constant functions Uaa(] ... Ol
and the boundary operator 8: Gn(^l, 05) -*- C"+1(^', 05) is defined as follows: if

then
(°J)cio...an+1

n+l
— 2J (

o

,

n

+

1

1=0

The cohomology of this complex is called the Cech cohomology of the good cover %,
and is written as H(%, 05) = {Hn{%, U)}n.
De Rham's theorem for Cech cohomology is the statement that there is a canonical
K-linear isomorphism

Consequently, H'(%, 05) does not depend on the good cover %. Another immediate
corollary is that since compact manifolds have finite good covers, their De Rham
cohomology R-modules are finite dimensional.
The proof of the existence of the isomorphism (*) given by A. Weil (cf. [14]) is
completely constructive and explicit, and hence valid in the synthetic context.
Consequently, since the embedding s:~# c* <& preserves the ingredients of Weil's
proof (notably good open covers and partitions of unity, as proved in Moerdijk and
Reyes [10]), we obtain the following analogue of our first theorem of section 1.
THEOREM.

For any M e~df and any good cover °ll of M, there is a canonical It-linear

isomorphism
in the topos <§.
Turning to singular cohomology, we actually do not know whether De Rham's
theorem holds in &, at least if we interpret singular cohomology as the cohomology
of the complex
Homfi(8q(M),R) ->

Hom/e(S(I+1(M),R)
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which is the dual of the complex of singular homology

of Section 1. In this case, some form of the axiom of choice seems needed to establish
the result. The problem here is that the dual of a short exact sequence is not necessarily exact. Explicitly,
Question. Does the singular cohomology of a manifold s(M) e <& coincide with its
De Rham cohomology in &, or is this version of De Rham's theorem essentially nonconstructive ?
A way of circumventing this problem in the topos & is to replace the sheaf
s(M)aq e ^ by the constant sheaf A(CCO(A9, M)) (recall that A: Sets -> & is the constant
sheaf functor). We then let Sdq(sM) be the free i?-module in 'S generated by the
constant g-simplices A(C°°(Ag, M)) and define the corresponding cohomology Hq^{sM).
Exactly as before, we obtain
THEOREM.

Let Me^K. Then the canonical It-linear map
H*{sM) -> Hq(sM)

Jr
is an isomorphism of the topos &.
We should notice, however, the schizophrenic character of the isomorphism: we
integrate internal (variable, in &) forms w over external (constant, from Sets) chains y.
3. Applications: smooth versions of De Rham's theorem
One way of formulating De Rham's theorem ' smoothly in parameters' is to construe the De Rham cohomology groups and the (duals of the) singular homology
groups as sheaves of smooth modules over the space of parameters. De Rham's theorem
is then the assertion that 'fibrewise integration' induces a canonical isomorphism
between the two.
In this section we derive several such versions of De Rham's theorem from the
corresponding ones in ^ , simply by restricting all sheaves (and natural transformations) involved on the site G to sheaves on the parameter space J e J ? (Notice that
the category (9{X) of open subspaces of X and inclusions is a subcategory of G). The
problem is a simple one of unravelling the different notions thus obtained.
We shall use script letters for the restrictions to 0(X) of the sheaves on G introduced
earlier; for example,
Aq{M) = A9(sM ){C(X)
Sf%M) = Sl{sM)mx),

etc.

The following explicit descriptions of these sheaves on X are now straightforward:
is the sheaf of smooth real-valued functions, i.e.
ffUtf) = O(*7,
for every open U £ X, with obvious restrictions.
3-2
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A"(M) (U) = the set of g-forms on U x M which locally are of the form

2
il<

/i1,...iq(^rn)dmiiA...Admiq

...<iq

(with all functions fi% A smooth). Aq(M) can be shown to be a sheaf, with obvious
restrictions, by a standard partition of unity argument. The restriction to 0{X) of
exterior differentiation is the natural transformation
A«{M)

• Ai+^M),

**+! = {dy-%,

where the components dv are the usual exterior differentiation maps, but with respect
to the m-variables only. Furthermore, we have that

while a partition of unity argument again shows that d>q(M) and 3^q(M) are indeed
sheaves on X.
Turning to singular homology, we easily verify
= set of elements which locally look like formal expressions of the form
n

2 a-ifa) cr^u, t) with both af U ->• IR and cr^.UxA^-M

smooth.

i

In other words, ^q(M) is the associated sheaf of the presheaf which assigns to an open
U S X the free Ua:){U)-modu\e generated by the C^-maps !7xA g -> M. The restriction of the boundary operator is the obvious natural transformation
8g+1 = {(dg+1)

v}v.

As before, one checks that

using partitions of unity to show that these presheaves are indeed sheaves.
From the first theorem of Section 1, De Rham's theorem in 'S', we now obtain
immediately
THEOREM

(De Rham's theorem with parameters). The canonical Ux-linear map

of R^-modules on the ringed space (X, Ux) given by the components

= fw
JY

is an isomorphism of sheaves.
Here J^q(M )* is the dual oi3^g{M) in R^-Modules, i.e. J^g(M)*(U) is the set of natural transformations from 2^{M)ie(U) to
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q

COROLLARY. Let tobea smooth X-form on M, i.e. weA (M) (X). If for each parameter
value xeX, the form w(z, -) e Aq( M) is exact, then there is a global X-form ct e Aq~1(M) (X)
such that o) = da.

Proof. The preceding theorem tells us that
0 -+ iq(M) -> &*(M) -> JiTq(M)* -* 0
is an exact sequence of R^-Modules over X. Since j7o) = 0 for all ye3?q(M) (X), w is
locally in Sq(M), i.e. (i>ed>q(M) (X) since this is a sheaf.
Recently, this corollary was independently obtained by Glass [5]. Both Glass and
we were unaware of the existence of an earlier proof using the method of carapaces
of H. Cartan, which was pointed out to us by W. van Est (cf. [4]).
From the Comparison Theorem of Section 1 we similarly obtain
(Comparison Theorem). Let S be any set, M e^K and let Xe^be
of parameters. Then
Hq(M) =: ®SU iff 3Pq(M) s ©jR,,,,
USU iff
THEOREM

the space

(on the left-hand side © and Tl denote sum and product of real vector spaces; on the righthand side of Ux-Modules in sheaves over X).
Note that, by the classical De Rham theorem, Hq(M) is always of the form TISU
(being the dual of a real vectorspace).
As a further consequence, we derive that the De Rham cohomology Rx-Modules
are vectorbundles, provided we ensure that their dimensions are finite:
COROLLARY. Let T c+ M be a retract of a manifold MeJt
of finite homology type
(i.e. such that Hq(M) is finite dimensional for each q ^ 0). Then for each l e J , the
U^-Module Jfq(T) e Sh (X) is locally free, i.e. there is an open cover {Ua} of X such that
for each a there is an Ux | Ua-linear isomorphism of sheaves

, some

naeN.

Proof. Jfq(T) is a retract of Jifq(31), which is free and of finite type by the comparison theorem. Since Ux is local, the result follows from Swan's theorem (see for
example Reyes [13]).
From the other versions of De Rham's theorem that hold in ^ , the one for Cech
cohomology and the one for the hybrid HqA cohomology, we obtain two further ' smooth
in parameters' versions. We will only make the second one explicit.
As a description of the restrictions of the sheaves on G to (9(X), X the parameter
space, we find in this case that SfA q(M) is the sheaf whose sections are locally of the
form

where a{: U -> U and erf \ -> M are smooth maps. This gives a complex of sheaves
whose dual (in the category of IR,*,-Modules over X) is precisely
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The cohomology Jf^(M) of this complex is given by

which is indeed a sheaf on X as follows again by partitions of unity. By restricting the
isomorphism of the last theorem of Section 2 we obtain
THEOREM. Let M be a manifold, and Xe<Jf be the space of parameters. Then the
canonical homomorphism

#*(M) -> #%M)> H ^ ([y >- f H)
J7

offi&oo-Modulesover the ringed space (X, Ux) is an isomorphism.
If we unravel the definitions, we obtain a result familiar in classical differential
geometry (cf. van Est[4]): for elements creS^Aq(M)*(T), T an open subspace of X,
we have (writing A for the constant sheaf functor Sets ~> Sh(JT), F for the global
sections functor Sh (X) -> Sets) by the adjunction A —i F, the following correspondence
\q{M)*

^g(M)
A //~^c&{ A

in

Sh(Z)
ModKc0(Sh(X))

^ ID) T

in

Sh(Z)

->

?l//"\ \

in

RT

T^S

C™(\,M)^C °°(T, R) = F(R£) in Sets
in Modj, (Sets).
Sg(M) -> C™{T, R)
That is, a section of HomRoo (6^Aq(M), R^,) in Sh (X) over T is precisely an Revalued
singular cochain in the sense of van Est[4]. Furthermore, a section of AQ(M) over T
is precisely a differential ^-form on M of degree q in van Est's sense. Thus, by taking
the section over T £ X of the isomorphism of the preceding theorem, we obtain:
(van Est[4]). Let T be a manifold in ^K. The integration I is a homomorphism of the complex Q. of T-forms into the complex £ of RT-valued singular cochains
on M. Furthermore, the induced map
COROLLARY

I*:H(Q.)->H(Z)
is an isomorphism.
Note that, as van Est points out in his paper, we can deduce the corollary of the
first theorem of this section from this simpler result.
As a final remark, we note that we could have developed a 'continuous' singular
homology in the topos ^ , completely parallel to the (smooth) singular homology that
we get when working with the manifolds s(M) e 9 as in Sections 1 and 2: Every manifold M lives in & not only as the smooth space s(M) but also as the continuous space
c(M), defined as a sheaf on G by
c(M) (A) = cts (yl, M)
where yA is the space of points of if, i.e. if A = O°(Un)/I,yA = 2?(I) = {x e Un \ f(x) =
0, all f el}. Using the same arguments as for the earlier comparison theorems, we may
derive another comparison theorem for <&:
THEOREM.

For any manifold M e~tf and any set S,
HJM,R) ^ @SU

in Sets iff

Hq(cM,U) s ®SU

in

&
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{on the right-hand side, U denotes the Dedekind reals in &, i.e. the object c(U), cf. Moerdijk
and .Reyes [10]).
As before, the isomorphism on the left comes from taking global sections of the
isomorphism on the right.
Similarly, we obtain a version of De Rham's theorem:
(De Rham's theorem in ^ , for continuous homology). For any manifold
Me~# and any set S,
THEOREM

Hi{sM,R) = Ras

in

& iff Hg(cM,U)* = Uas in %.

Note that in the definition of Hq(cM, U), the notion of' continuous simplex' Ag -> c(M)
does not cover. We take all simplices, just as with Hq(s(M),R), and by definition of
c(M) these are automatically the continuous ones.
Reinterpreting this in Sh(X), X a manifold, we obtain the result saying that the
' De Rham cohomology smooth in X-parameters' agrees with the ' singular homology
continuous in parameters'.
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